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Retreat offers

relaxation, rest
HZ

BRUNO

chopsticks were used in the
Hot-Tamale eating race. This

Stajf Writer

contributed to the laid-back

The All Campus Retreat,
which occurred from Oct. 13

feel of the entire weekend.

Dixon, Multicultural Services

Saturday afternoon was
spent relaxing during freetime after morning solo time.
There were opportunities for

Director, as the speaker.
Dixon spoke

homework, hiking, shopping
and much needed nap-time.

to 15, was held at Camp
Howard and featured Daryl

on

"Contending with the Faith,"
addressing the issue of recog
nizing false modem day reli
gions such as the New Age
Movement. Along with
Dixon's message, times of
singing and worship were led
by the Chapel Band.
Attendees participated in
the highly anticipated KungFu night, complete with rice,
c h o p s t i c k s a n d Te e n a g e
Mutant Ninja Turtles. The rice
was eaten with no hands and

Saturday night was spent
a r o u n d t h e b o n fi r e w i t h s o m e

rousing' campfire songs led by
Greg Lutze and Matt Connor.
Sophomore Julia Vogt,
Retreat's Coordinator, felt the
weekend was a success. The

retreat allowed people to get
away from the general stress
of life, especially stress built

Photo by Jennifer Hcpner

The cast of "Quilters" prepares for performances. See page 8 for the story. The cast of
"Quilters" prepares for performances. See page 8 for the story. The cast of "QuUters"
prepares for performances. See page 8 for the story.

up from mid-terms. Solo time
contributed to Vogt's decision
of centering the retreat around

Medallion found near creek

quality time with God.
"It rained on Friday
and so it was expect

ERIN M. SHANK

ed to be a bad week

end. but on Saturday,
there was sunshine all

day so we could go
hiking," junior Ben
Hodgdon said. "It
was really God's
grace that there was
good weather."
"It was a really relax

Mickelson.
The two Fox students

Copy Editor
What would you do with

Blanchard: David had

3:45 on Tuesday, October 12.
and after checking in with the
Advancement Office, they

most of the clues figured out

Council (S.A.C.) recently

w e r e d e c l a r e d t h e o f fi c i a l w i n

by the lime 1 started search
ing. We searched together,
agreeing to split the money if

sponsored the first ever cam
pus-wide Medallion Search.
For those of you who

ners. Although 1 wasn't able

we

to connect with Mickelson.

receive help from anyone (at

sophomore Blanchard had a

least I didn't, other than

aren't familiar with this little

thing or two to say:

David).

$200?
The

Student

Alumni

Robinson. "I got to
quainlancesl really

the medallion. If you fol
lowed the clues closely, you
would find yourself with a

Blanchard: Money, pure
and simple.
Crescent: Are you active
in the S.A.C. or other organi

well and met some

medallion in one hand and a

zations?

Crescent: What made

or

David

not

Blanchard: About three
hours.

Cre.scent: Arc you aware
of any other people who were
looking and were close to

Blanchard: No.

hefty sum of cash in the other.
At least, if you are Ryan
Blanchard

did

.searching for the medallion?

which hinted to the location of

out for God at the student retreat. Chapman.

We

medallion search?

Anne

Two Fox students take some time tributed to by Amy

it.

you want to participate in the

freshman

Pnolo by Enn Slelzenmueller . , ,
(ilus article wax con-

found

Crescent: Approximately
how long did you spend

ing weekend," said

other new people."

anyone?

found the medallion around

bit of old news, let me recap
the premise of the contest:
Clues were released daily

know some [acc-

Did you get any help from

Crescent: How the heck

did you figure out the clues?

See Medallion, page 12

Halloween — from Ireland to your back door
ERIN

NEWBERRY

Stajf Writer
It's that time of year

again. Halloween. The time

Oct. 31 the day for this noc
turnal celebration? What's the

purpose of this chilling and
exciting evening?
Halloween is a holiday

stems from the phrase All
Hallows Eve, the day before
A l l H o l l o w s D a y, o r A l l
Saints Day in the Catholic tra
dition. All Hollows Day, Nov.

afterlife.

that.

In the fifth century BC,
the Irish Celtic summer ended

on Oct. 31, on a day named
Samhain, or the Celtic New

Because the living did
not desire to be possessed by
deceased spirits on New
Year's night, they would

1, is a Catholic reverent cele

Year. According to Celtic tra

bration in honor of saints.

dition, it was believed that the

extinguish the fires in their
homes to give the impression

Thus, All Hallows Eve is sim

disembodied spirits of all

that the home was cold and, in

ply the day before, similar to

those who had died during the

their neighbors for candy.

Christmas Eve. Originally, All

previous year would return on

a sense, dead. The next step
was to dress up in costumes of

teeth. The time for "Trick or
treat?" and jack-o-iantems.

Let's discover the true origins
of this mysterious celebration.

the evening of the New Year
to possess the living. It was

Why? Who designated

The word "Halloween"

Hallows Eve carried no sig
n i fi c a n t i m p o r t a n c e .
However, the Celts changed

f o r e v e r y g h o u l i s h fi e n d

imagined to run rampant and
wild in the streets. The time

for candy apples, spider webs,
costume parties and vampire

oozing with tradition and his
tory. Many times it is consid
ered a demon's party or a silly
lime for kids to manipulate

the Celtic approach to the

hideous and ghoulish crea-

See Halloween, page 12
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Campus Contemplations

Do you like scary movies? Why or why not?
JUSTIN

. \i i<i a
I prefer the classic Alfred Hitchcock
Psy ^

LOH

A&E Editor

Everybody loves a good scary movie. Given the fact that Halloween is
coming up, It is only appropriate that the horror/suspense genre deserves the
aUenlion of those looking to indulge themselves in the spirit of the holiday. Here
is what a few Fo.x students say about their favorite scary movies. But before we
begin. 1 would like to note that the irmjority (If not all) of the movies discussed
are rated 'R' and therefore tue not encouraged to be viewed on the George Fox
campus. Go off campus if you want to watch them.

My favorite scary movie of all-time is a guaranteed classic "Rear Window"
by Alfred Hitchcock. James Stewart is a wheelchair stricken cripple who
views the adjacent apartment complex from his REAR WINDOW. He
thinks he sees a murder and happens to fall madly in love with the wife/girl
friend of the suspected killer.
— David Williford

"When a Stranger Calls"!!! It freaked me out!
— Kelly Billnski
We!!, it's been several years since I've seen it, but I really liked 'Terminator
2." (What can I say — I'm a girl, I like chick flicks.) It's such a cute story,
with the robot protecting the little boy and learning from him. It's about
self-sacrifice (at the end), the graphics are cool, and things blow up. That
meets MY criteria.
— Christine H-S

scary, but honestly it is just a total classic! You can wa

a g a i n , b u t t h e fi r s t t i m e i s t h e b e s t . L a r s o n

It is freaky and its true!

— Anand Sathyaraj

You're probably going to laugh at me just UWe every ^ . g^^^red of
very fond of "IT" or "Killer Klowns From n gaw
clowns in a big way, so these movies pretty much trau
them both when I was almost 17.)

My advice: don't watch them... EITHER of them. Especialy if you ever

want to attend social events like fairs, rodeos, or circuses ( a o

sucks too), because that's where the evil things run rampant
"Psycho" comes to mind for no other rea
son than the enormous impact it has had
on the film world. Everything, from futur
istic horror films such as "Event Horizon"
to the teen-sensation slashers of

"Scream" to suspense thrillers like
"Seven" work in its shadow. Even popular

big news is

culture has absorbed Hitchcock's creepi

— Justus Mead

shower scene? Even if you haven't seen
the movie, you've most likely still seen

I liked the original "Night of the Living Dead" because George Romero was
the first one to mix the political situation of the time (1968) with a horror

Janet Leigh screaming as the chocolate
syrup/blood runs down the drain. And the
surprise ending? Please. The ending

movie.
— Eric Ambrose

David Lynch's "Lost Highway" is probably the scariest, or most horrifying
movie I've ever watched. I also enjoy "Primal Fear," "Brainscan," Stephen
King's "It," "Sometimes They Come Back" (the original), "The Shining,"
"Silver Bullet," and while on the subject of werewolf movies, I didn't think
"Wolf" was all that bad either. "The Game" was pretty scary, too.

— Aaron Seymour

.believe mel

The scariest movie in the world is...'Picnic at Hanging R

est work. Who hasn't heard the harpies
shrieking and instantly thought of the

I really liked the movie "Charade" with Audrey Hepburn in it.

little twisted and just

,

nevff^yf!

4

r a f 'u6RFnATESuyCHIUEB./f
IS HITCHCOCKS

ceased to be a surprise 40 years ago.

And yet, amazingly enough, the famous
final shot of the skull grinning from behind
the face of Anthony Perkins still freaks the

best of us out.

Speaking of cultural impact... "The Silence of the Lambs" may be exactly
the opposite. The ultimate example of culture

influencing film. Sure it's a great book, but who needs It when you've got a

movie this great? Jonathan Demme's directing turns an analytical story

into precise, hypnotic art. Where does culture come in? Consider the 90's
My favorite would have to be the "Friday the 13th" movies. They are the
bestlllll
— Emillle Gates

I dislike scary movies but I do, however, like Stephen King's "IT' because
of the scary clown. He's very lovable and sweet. He turns into a half

j Iclown, half ferocious dog, and at the end, turns into

I a giant man-eating spider.
L

{

\

—

Patrick

American fascination with death, the erotic, style, and Image. Harris mas
terfully wove a story that combined all of these. All it took to make the

movie was an Oscar winning performance by Jodie Foster, and (his Oscar
wasn't nearly enough) Anthony Hopkins' best acting ever. Whether we
admit It or not, Hannibal Lecter is the ultimate epitome of the nineties

What more proof do you need than the hundreds of fans everywhere who
immediately

adopted

My favorite scary movie is "The Shining." The old

"Spiceworld." Need I say

one from the 70s with Jack Nicholson in it. He is

m o r e . . .

play makes Jack a dull boy."

flesh-™™*

—

— Kenneth Davis

Buell

so creepy, it totally freaks me out! "All work and no

a

chewing, blood-thirsty canni
bal as a pop hero?

— Caleb Carlson

— Virginia Krause
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NEWS

Language of LUV comes to us
ELIZABETH BRUNO about how there are thousands to neglect our knowledge of
Staff Writer

of English words derived from

other cultures because of the

the French language, but then

frere est un fromage tete! J'ai

you'd stop reading. {You are
still reading, aren't you?)

tin nez qui coule! Tu adores

So what DOES this

pride we take in our nation.
Take the Olympics
for example. It's wonderful
how we support our athletes.

have to do with you? It's all

We care about and cheer for

about the importance of for

everyone is going to end up
living in Rwanda or teaching

people we know nothing about
because they are Americans.
But at what point does that
turn into wanting the other ath
letes to do poorly because they

in a school in Cote D'lvoire,

aren't "one of us"?

Ooh lah lah! Mon

riz?

At this time, you are

eign language.

probably thinking,

i

"Hmmm... French...okay..."
What most of you don't know,
however, is that November 4th

through 10th is National

admit

that

not

but as Americans, we tend to

We must remember

have the mindset that America

is the only country that mat

we aren't the only people who
live on this planet and that

ters. It isn't a conscious

God loves the Swedish and the

Chinese and everyone else just

for the United Nations and the

thought and we don't run
around proclaiming it to each

second most used language on

other, but the truth is that we

didn't die for just the English-

feel the only language we need
to know is English. We think
that the rest of the world bows

speaking citizens.
Coming back to
French week, you may never

to us. No wonder so many

speak French and you may

countries think we are snobs.

never need to, but I think it's

French Week.

What? You say that

doesn't apply to you? But did
you know that French is the

official and working language

the Internet?

That it is spoken on
fi v e c o n t i n e n t s i n 4 3 c o u n t r i e s

and is the official language of
the Olympic Games? That it is
the second most frequent

We are.

Yo u s t i l l d o n ' t t h i n k i t

has anything to do with you?
It's irrelevant to your life? I
could spout some more facts

as much as He loves us. Jesus

time we all remember we
do

aren't better than everyone

about this? To be truthful, I'm

else because we are from

not sure because the problem
is the misconceptions that
have been implanted into the
American mind. It's been easy

America. We need to respect
other cultures and stop expect

What

taught foreign language world
wide after English?

I

can

we

Don't forget
tonight!
T h e a t r e

G a m e s
2 0 0 0

7 p.m.

ing them to want to be just like
u s .

photo by Jennifer Hepner

The new French professor is excited about
spreading the joy of le fracais.

Need a little JOY in your life?
BETH

TEMPLETON

Staff Writer

One aspect of JOY

University in order to provide

Ministries is the Adopt-a-

a variety of services for the

Grandparent program, which
They are still young at

allows students to choose to

heart and in need of a friend to

visit with a grandmother,

elderly. This program allows
students to go and visit with
senior citizens throughout the

talk to, just like anyone else.

grandfather, or a couple at a

year; however, they are not

They are Just Older Youth —

care home or at their resi

matched up with a specific

the reason for JOY Ministries

dence on a regular basis

grandparent.

here

throughout the year.
"This program [Adopt-a-

at

George

Fox

out to the elderly in the

dents to visit with

community and provides

their grandparent

one out to help them. The

University.
JOY Ministries reaches

Grandparent] allows stu

students with an oppor

Wood Mar Auditorium
Admission: $1.00
Come dressed as your favorite (or made-

up favorite) super hero, and get in free!!
You will also have a chance to win a prize
for best costume!!

5th

70's

Annual

Dance

8:30 p.m. EHS Atrium
T-Shirts: $2.00 for
t h e fi r s t

300 people

"Interfaith tells us when

they have a senior citizen with
some type of need," explains
Wang. "We then send some

whenever

it

jobs range from reading scrip

fi t s i n t o t h e i r

tures, to walking their dog, to

their lives and

schedule,"

talents with oth

s

cleaning house, doing yard
work or running errands."

ers.

Ferguson.

tunity to share

"

J

O

Y

"

a

I

i

t

d

'

s

This opportunity is open
to anyone at anytime; howev
er, organizers would like
those interested to sign up so

Ministries is an

extremely

opportunity for

fl e x i b l e ,

students to use

but we do

they know what type of inter

their talents and

encourage

est level there is.

abilities to bless

partici-

the lives of the

pants to try to
be consistent. They look

elderly in the com

Upcoming activities with
JOY

Ministries

include

a

reception on October 28 for

m u n i t y, " s a i d H e a t h e r

forward to the visit and count

seniors and those interested In

Ferguson, freshman and com

on it. We want to bless their

the program and a possible

m i t t e e m e m b e r. " We h a v e a

lives as much as we can."
"Students can make their

Thanksgiving Party at

lot to leam from our senior

citizens. We can give to them

grandparent's day by coming

and serve them and at the

to visit with them," adds Jin

Applications for Adopt-aGrandparent and sign-ups for

same time, benefit from their
wisdom and experiences."
"The elderly have a lot of

Wang, junior and committee
chairperson. "If they come
and sing a song or read a
scripture, the grandparent is
no longer lonely. It's the sim

Interfaith

ple things that make a big dif

ty," says Wang. "We are
blessed by giving of our
selves. The elderly in the

insight," said Janelle Goeres,
freshman and prospective par
ticipant in the program. "But

F r i e n d s v i e w M a n o r.

are

available

through the Christian Services
O f fi c e .

"If you want to practice
love, this is a great opportuni

they are often overlooked.
We need to bridge the genera

ference."

tion gap because we'll lose
what they learned If we don't

Ministries includes interfaith

community should not be for

Vo l u n t e e r C a r e g i v e r s , a n

take the time to learn from

organization that works in
conjunction witli George Fox

gotten. They need to be loved
just like everyone else. That

them."

Another aspect of JOY

is what we desire to do."
IS.SUC .5 Vol. CXVIl
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lit comedy

"Meet the Parents":
JUSTIN

•

Some actors are destined to live and die

that Stiller embodies so very well.

The movie continues with a cir

For many people, Robert De Niro is
synonymous with such hard-edged, bold
characters he portrayed in films such as
" Ta x i D r i v e r, " " R a g i n g B u l l , "

cus of mishaps and misfortunes for
Stiller, as he tries to maintain his
sanity and composure as a guest of
his fiancee's family.

and'The Godfather Part il." It is
memorable roles like these that has

One of the main themes of this

movie is the idea of everybody hav

made Robert De Niro one of the best

ing something to hide, or to be more
specific, the concept of lying.

dramatic actors of our generation.
Now. Robert De Niro is in a com

edy with Ben Stiller. Sounds disarm
ing and looks like an odd-pairing at
first, but "Meet the Parents," the new
fi l m f r o m d i r e c t o r J a y R o a c h ,
("Austin Powers," "Mystery, Alaska")
is a hilarious film in which Stiller and

played by Teri Polo ("Northern
Exposure"). It is not long before the

ness from Stiller's character as he

Everybody is lying about something
but when De Niro finds proof of Stiller

Niro's character. Jack Byrnes, an ex-CIA

movie.

tries very hard to impress and gain the breaking the family's 'circle of
acceptance of De Niro's character. De trust'...well, I don't want to spoil the

scene shifts to her parents' home,

where the meat-and-potatoes of the

operative, is a perfect foil for Stiler as he

movie are and where the fun begins.

De Niro perform brilliantly.
Ben Stiller ("There's Something
About Mary," "Mystery Men") plays

Right from the first meeting

seemingly tortures him with sarcastic

between the would be son-in-law and
w o u l d b e f a t h e r - i n - l a w, t h e a u d i e n c e

comments, Spanish Inquisition-like ques

tions, and the ever-so-famous 'De Niro'

Greg Poker, a kind hearted nurse who
is in love with De Niro's daughter

receives their money's worth by being

attitude.

treated to the humor of the awkward-

of switching scenery while the

WALLACE

Staf Writer
For the next month, you
have an opportunity to see

play continues on somewhere
else on stage. Finally, a heli
copter on a platform occupies

S TA G E S p e r f o r m " L e f t

far stage right.

Behind." a play based on Tim
LaHaye and Jerry B. Jenkins'

Throughout the play there
were evident strengths and

bestseller of the same name.

weaknesses.

The basic plot of the book
is this: millions of people

be strong was that the actors
were very comfortable with
their characters and brought

vanish all around the world in

What

I

found

to

the blink of an eye, leaving
millions behind wondering
what has happened to their

them

loved ones.

play is ended with the whole
cast and then eventually the
audience singing a song).
The only weakness I saw
was at the beginning. I really
didn't like the way they did
the Rapture scene. Plus, the

Rayford Steele, pilot of a
Pan Continental 747, searches

for his family and for the truth
behind the disappearances.
"Buck" Williams, senior writer
f o r t h e G l o b a l W e e k l y, a l s o
the

truth

while

watching a new world leader
c o m e t o p o w e r.

When people enter the
sanctuary where the play is
staged, they are met with a

Continental

cut-out
747

of

with

a
a

life.

1

also

found

Database" rate this movie a 7.7 out of 10
and insist that it is a "must-see."

the

ending of the play to be pow
erful and very moving (the

way the actors acted in this
scene was poor. They were all

supposed to be panicked,
frightened, yelling, and

■T U S T I N L O H
A&E Editor

Believe it or not, this article may already

be old news by the time you read this. Some
of you will not need me to tell you about the
new dream machine, Sony's much awaited
Playstation 2, because it was scheduled for
release on Thursday, Oct. 26. Unfortunately
for US gamers. Sony is planning on shipping
only 500.000 units of its 128-bit video game
system the day the system is released. So for
those of you who are eagerly awaiting or have
no clue what the Playstation 2 is all about, let
me fill you in and perhaps, whet your appetite
simultaneously.
First of all, keep in mind that on Oct. 26,
the Playstation 2 (PS2) will not be revealed to
the world for the first time. Actually, the sys
tem has been released in Japan for several
months now, enjoying brisk hardware sales but
disappointing game sales. The most likely rea
son for this is first, the lack of blockbuster

software available ("Tekken Tag Toumament,"
"Ridge Racer V," and "Street Fighter EX3"
being the only big name games).

The Playstation 2 draws interest
upon much-awaited release.
potentially damaging drawbacks.

First off, Sony is aiming to make not so
much a gaming system, but a multimedia cen
ter. The last companies that have tried to do

that (remember the Philips CD-i, Sega CD,
and 3DO?) have failed miserably. Although it
is possible, it is perhaps unlikely that the num
ber one gaming company will make such a
mistake.

It

Pan

Overall, "Left Behind" is a

small

success. It boasts great acting,
a few problems here and there,
an explosion, and does a very

you didn't know by now, yes, PS2 will play

tem. However, with every major third party

plane on its wing (and no, the
small plane did not crash on
the 747's wing). Right below
the cut-out is the pub and
restaurant where a few scenes

take place.
Center stage, where most
of the action lakes place, is
the airport terminal,Rayford
Steele's home. Global Weekly
offices, the United Nations
o f fi c e s , a n d N e w H o p e

screaming, but all they did
was

act

a

little

nervous.

didn't seem enough.

good job of bringing the book
to life. If I were to score this

play on the traditional grading
system, 1 would give it an A-.
"Left

Behind

will

be

s h o w n o n T h u r s d a y, F r i d a y,

DVDs.

And that's not the only bonus of the sys
tem: you will be able to play your old
Playstation games on the new system, thanks
to its backward compatibility. However, it has

been reported that not every Playstation game
is compatible with the PS2. Only time will tell
if Sony clears that up before its launch.

It's true that the PS2 will have a lot of nice

Saturday at 7:30 pm, and
Sunday at 2:00 p.m. through

features to it. Along with playing your old

out the rest of October; and

trollers, memory cards, etc. You can also, of

Friday, Saturday at 7:30 pm,

Church. Now, not all these

and Saturday at 2:00 p.m. for

places are showing at once,

the

but STAGES does a good job

November.

fi r s t

three

weeks

games on it, you can even use your old con

course, buy the upgraded PS2 peripherals, but

in

Avellan Inn A Bed and Breakfast

Sony lets you make that choice. But along

with the niceties of the system, there are some

Secondly, Sony better hope that people

don t buy the system for DVD capability and
have people play their old games on the sys

(e.g. Capcom, Square, EA, etc.) developing for
it, along with a 30 game launch selection con
sisting of such powerhouse titles as "Madden

2001," "Tekken Tag Toumament," and "Ready
2 Rumble 2," you owe it to yourself to pick up
a game that shows off the console's power.
Speaking of the console's power, this
writer has seen the PS2 in person and in action,

and while I don't believe it is leaps and
bounds better than the Dreamcast, it's still
quite impressive. I don't think it will disap
point the hardcore gamers or even the casual
gamers.

Come Oct. 26, the battle of the 128-bit

systems will begin with a bang.

Business Opportunity
In Personal and

Only 5 miles from campus!
10 % Discount for one night!
15% Disccunt on two consecutive nights!
Available to faculty, staff, students & parents!

Environmental Wellness
Scheduling freedom; no
TV>mr Share

16900 NE Hwy 240
Newberg, OR 97132
(503) 537-9161

guage. Users of the "Internet Movie

Secondly, speculation says that people are
buying the system as an inexpensive DVD
player (though the PS2 is just as expensive, if
not more so, than a typical DVD player). If

marvelous set. On stage left,
a

to

The chemistry between the two actors

"Meet the Parents" is rated PG-13 for
sexual content, drug references and lan

The revolution will be televised

Don't be "Left Behind"

is

fakpc

regards to the girlfriend's parents

miserable failure.

there

it

parents to a whole new level. I'm

in one genre. Some actors may try to do
something different, but the end result Is a

for

as

sure that any man can relate to the
lawkwardness and shyness in

A&E Editor

searches

hilnrimis

age-old concept of meeting one's

LOH

BRANDON

L

is rich and hilarious as it takes the

Carol & Ken Williams

avellaninn@aol.com

Yo u r H o s t s

www.avellaninn.com

bookkeeping; no inventory;

total support. Contact Jane
or Andy: 538-01 ^

ajhpoole@open.org

www.shaklee.net/aipoote
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Piecing lives of pioneer women
usical takes a closer look at frontier life

PA G E S

M S
"Kid A": The Return of Radiohead
P H I LT U R N F. V
Guest Writer

£ H E S S j t E L FA S F

"Kid
A"
is
Radiohead's follow-

This year's fall musical at

eorge Fox University will

up to their critically

tiepict the life experiences of

acclaimed

women on the American frontier

"OK

C o m p u t e r. " " K i d A "

through interrelated songs and

has been dubbed an

scenes.

■'The Quiiters" will be pre
sented Thursdays through

experimental album,

Saturdays, Nov. 2-4 and 9-11. at

Honey" and "The
Bends") may be in

s o f a n s o f t h e fi r s t

two albums ("Pablo

7:30 p.m. Performances will be

in Wood-Mar Auditorium on

for a little surprise.

George Fox's Newberg campus.
Written by Molly Newman and photo by Emily Kane
Barbara Damashek, the production J""'®** Ankeny performs in one
IS directed by George Fox's assistant of the many emotional scenes of the
professor of drama. Carrie Jo Vincent, play

According to Vincent, the action in the According to Balzer, one of the
musical play iluminates the life of pioneer unique challenges of "The Quiiters" is that
women as illustrated through the quilt

blocks they created. Scenes explore their
experiences through girlhood, marriage,
childbirth, spinsterhood. twisters, fire, ill
ness and death.

Tickets may be reserved by calling the
George Fox box office at ext. 3844 week
days between I and 5 p.m. Cost is $9 for
adults. $8 for alumni. $7 for students and
senior citizens, and S4 for children under

12. Students can also attend Thursday

there are no set roles and very little time
the actors are off-stage. "We change roles
right on stage. So you can't make mistakes

and you aren't able to hide anything."
The cast of "The Quiiters" has pre

pared for opening night since well before

Tempest." She also worked for two years
o n t h e c o s t u m e c r e w.

She says acting in "The Quiiters" has

been an "incredible" learning experience.

bit confused, and at
some points even a

went.

bit alarmed (especial

become occupied

ing of the CD, espe
cially compared to

ly near the end of the
third track, "The
National Anthem,"

with each track and
when it will end. It

some of today's musi
cal acts (of course

also makes a good

I'm speaking of cer

when horns and brass

CD to listen to while

tain

seem to come from

studying, since it

everywhere without
any semblance of
beat or pattern).

doesn't become a dis

groups that prey on
today's youth through
various types of

At

fi r s t

I

did

not

impossible to sing
a l o n g w i t h a n y w a y,

none at all).

"We've worked extremely hard," said

Vincent joined the George Fox faculty
in 1998 and has directed several major
productions including, "Tarluffe,""The
Fifth Sun," and last spring's "The Little
Mermaid." She previously taught drama,
dance, or English for 14 years at several
secondary schools in Oregon.
The cast members of "The Quiiters"
are: senior Lisa Roberts, senior Darla

I

think

that

member

advertising).
If

I

were

to

com

pare this album to the
other

Radiohead

albums (for those of

ably the best track on

publicity campaign

the

seems to work quite

where

greater potential to

well.

ai

Bends" and before or

be enjoyed by many

the
top
of
the
Billboard charts,

after "OK Computer,"

album.

It

has

sorts of people since
i t d o e s n ' t fi t a s m u c h

under the experimen
tal category, as some
of the other songs do.
"Kid
more

A"

is

a

melodic

bit
than

those

the cast and I have learned so much from

L i l l e y, s e n i o r K e l s e y K a o p u i k i ,

will end and you'll

them."

and junior Stephanie Shankland.

wonder

Let's

fi v e

you that are familiar
with the band at all),
I would put it some

"Optimistic" is prob

ate Sara Rogers, junior Heather

"Getting all the singing, dancing, block
ing. and acting right is very complex. We
have some extremely talented people in

traction (besides,
some of the songs are

me.

before classes started in August.

C o m p u t e r . " I t fl o w s
really well, from the

hard it is for actors in musicals," she said.

don't

after time, it grew on

about "Kid A," but

Balzer, senior Elise Campbell, junior Jana
Swindler, senior Megan Luginbill, sen
ior Lyndsay Kirkman, junior Sarah
Radley, senior Jillian Stillinger, jun
ior Davida Ankeny, 2000 Fox gradu

"Working backstage, ! never realized how

Yo u

semester and resumed rehearsals a week

night."

t a n t d i r e c t o r o f " Ta r t u f f e " a n d " T h e

1

s i n c e t h e y a r e fi l l e d
with garbled words or

Balzer. "We are very excited for opening

George Fox's productions of "The Fifth
Sun" and "Cocktail Party," and was assis

time

know what to think

ticket.

ing in a musical. She previously acted in

fi r s t

fall classes started. They practiced a week
in May following the end of the spring

night showings for free with a reserved
The musical has an all-female cast.
This is senior Darla Balzer's first time act

The

listened to it, I was a

1997's

"OK

start of the CD to the
end.

It

is

one

albums

of
that

where

it

Radiohead's

"Kid

A"

non-

was

selling over 200,000
c o p i e s i n t h e fi r s t

between

"The

depending on your
personal preference.
But I'll be honest, 1

week. From various

like Radiohead and I

quotes that I've read,

would

the

pressed not to buy

band

was

a

bit

be

hard-

surprised at the suc

one

cess

album.

By all means: do not

They did not send out
any advance copies
of the CD (it still
found its way to the

dismiss this album

of

the

of

their

albums.

after listening to it
only once!
Based

on

the

tra

—

ditional grading

g o fi g u r e ) , a n d d i d
not do much promot

scale, I give this

Internet

however

album a B + .

Chat

Pro Wrestling: What has society come to?
DAN

WILLIS

A&E

Editor

WWF Raw made its debut on TNN October I,
2000. It broke the all-time rating record of TNN's
17-year history on cable.

Why are so many people watching wrestling?

What makes it so appealing? Should we even be

watching such violence? These are all good ques

line, the actual wrestling can also be appreciated
as great entertainment because that is where the

though, whether or not people should even watch
pro wrestling. It probably is not very Christ-like.

problems are always resolved.
Nobody can be loved one minute and then

That is a valid point, and 1 agree that Jesus prob

hated the next minute faster than a WWF super
star. I have seen the crowd love a superstar one
second, and with one swift kick to the groin, the

other priorities that were a bit more important. 1
don't think that makes wrestling bad, though.

crowd will want to kill him. That is what

reruns of "Who's the Boss," and who doesn't love

ably would not have watched WWF. He had some

Jesus probably would not have even watched old

wrestling is all about. It is about developing a Tony Danza? (Erin, the copy editor, actually
tions, and I will try to tackle each one. 1 am also character
and showing the crowd that they should
but she's letting it slide this once.)
eager to find out whether or not wrestling is evil either love or hate him. Everybody loves a good hatesSohim,
is
wrestling
ti bad thing? That is a tough
or good (you can never be too careful this day and
age).

People who are wrestling fans really enjoy a
oood match between two wrestling superstars. To
a non-fan, though, it might be a very boring thing
to watch. Honestly, what is so exciting about two

guys acting like they are hitting each other? Why

would I want to watch something like that? Tell

me this: how many people watch soap operas for
their special effects? I, for one, watch soap
operas for the witty story lines and the rornantic

pillow talk. That is also why people watch pro
wrestlinc. There may not be as much pillow talk

guy, or a hero If you will, but what good is a good
guy without a bad guy to go along with him? Pro
wrestling understands this, and has perfected the
art of it.

question. To me that is like saying sultry pillow
talk is a bad thing. I have a hard time imagining
that. It's true that not everyone likes wrestling. Is
wrestling violent? Yes it is. Even acting like you

Everyone knows who he or she is supposed to
hate and whom they are supposed to like. It is so
entertaining to see a superstar become a bad guy,
or a bad guy convert over to the good side. That
is why people watch wrestling: the character con

are punching someone could be considered vio

flicts, the clash of good and evil. Hell, the whole
thing is a damn soap opera. The actual wrestling

something worth watching. If it is a form of evil
in your eyes, then don't watch it, but do not
rebuke those who do. We the fans of WWF have

is just an added bonus.

lent. However, that still does not make it bad by
any means.

Honestly and truly, though, it is up to the
viewer's discretion whether or not pro wrestling is

as some would hope, but there are still great story

Pro wrestling is a very addictive form of
entertainment. I have seen avid haters of pro

feelings, too. I would recommend, however, that

The characters become real people with real

wrestling make a full turn and love it after just
one or two episodes. The question still remains.

Sometimes that is all it takes to get hooked, even

adversities. Once someone gets into the story
October 27, 20(M)

everyone watches WWF Wrestling at least once.
if it is lacking in pillow talk.
Is.siie 5 Vol. CXVll
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From the Pen of the
President

Political genius:
The
BRIAN

lockbox

DURICK

ASC President

The leaves are changing colors, the sun is playing
hide-and-seek, and men wearing dark suits and identical
red ties keep popping up on TV - that's right, it's election
time. As a concerned citizen. 1 decided it was time to crit

ically examine the issues and study the candidates run
ning for election this November. And by study and exam
ine, I mean watch a skit of their debate on Saturday Night
Live. You sec, I find real debates get pretty boring and
rigid, and people keep talking about things I don't really
care about. In the Presidential debates so far, Bush and

Gore have discussed health care, foreign policy, and the
budget surplus. The most exciting parts of them has been
the occasional sigh or mispronounced word (like when
Bush called the moderator a major-league basshole).
Yawn. On the other hand, Saturday Night Live

included tons of funny Jokes and excellent political
maneuvers, such as when an A1 Gore impersonator

claimed that the budget surplus would be kept in a "lock
box." This "lockbox" would be camouflaged to look like
a leather-bound copy of Moby Dick. Only the President
and Senate Majority Leader would have keys to the
"lockbox," and the only people who would know the
location of the "lockbox" would be the Joint Chiefs of

Staff and Tipper.
The George W. Bush impersonator was equally
impressive. When asked about the negotiations between
Ehud Barak and Yassir Arafat, the impersonator respond
ed: "pass." When asked to summarize his plan of action
in a single word, he replied "Strategery." Now that's
funny stuff!

The problem is I can only see these impersonators on
Saturday nights, whereas the real people are debating on

OPINION

Acting as the Body of Christ
ANDRKW

the God you go to in your prayers
doesn't seem to be listening, then we
find other means of dealing wit our

LY N N

Guest Writer

Take some time to step out of
yourself and into the shoes of anoth
er fellow believer. Maybe someone
that hasn't had as easy of a life as
others out there. Someone that,

out that his mother has cancer. This

immediately to Student Life.
N

We claim many things

only his half sister, and that

as Christians, What

This same sister, just a
week ago, almost died due
to a major complication of
her appendix.

o

w

,

because of
this

very

we are slow to claim

minor inci
dent, he is

is our hypocrisy, our

suspended

pride, our biases, and
our injustices.

Hearing about these

graduate. The problem here is not

them to God, and let him work them

The question here is how are we
supposed to respond as an institu
tion, and more importantly as the

one-liners that tell us this. It's

that someone signed a contract not to
consume any alcohol, or that some

one else signed a contract promising
to turn in anyone they saw buying or
consuming alcohol.

impossible not to know.
But when your life is falling

Body of Christ? We claim many

apart one piece at a time, and there

and good, but what we are slow to
claim is our hypocrisy, our pride, our

doesn't seem to be an end to it, and

.

That great thing is love. The

love that will move someone past

into the heart of the matter. Into the
heart of this person that needs help,
that needs friends, but most of all,
that needs forgiveness and the abili

ty to seek help while remaining a
part of this great institution.
It is my hope that Student Life

will forgive him. Not with words
for a semes
ter, and as of that may only seem empty because
they are so easily spoken, but with a
now will not
be
able
to
genuine love. A love that says we

things, I feel selfish even dwelling
on my own problems, or considering
them problems at all.
What are we supposed to do
when problems arise? We all know
the answer. We're supposed to bring
out. There are so many verses and

.

As the Body of Christ, it is my

person that caught him considered it their own biases and past their jobs
her duty to report this incident

out that his eldest sister is

ried before.

upon.

above-mentioned person was caught

purchasing a case of beer, and the

his mother had been mar

things we rarely have tnne to dwell

problems. One very popular way is hope that we want the best for each
to just forget them through the con other. That we look beyond the
sumption of alcohol.
guidelines and outlines of our job
A couple of weeks ago, the descri
ption, and into a greater thing.

because of reputation, rarely ever
gets the benefit of the doubt.
This person just recently found
person just recently found

... /-kiir iniustices. These
biases,
and our injustices. These

things as Christians. Most are well

understand that what you did was

wrong, but because it wasn't out of
rebelliousness or a need to defy our
rules, we want to find help for you.

I guarantee suspending him will
not take care of this problem. All it
will do is build on it. We need to get
to the underlying reasons.
This institution should embrace

the problem as our own, and seek
help for this person. How else
should we interpret "The Body of
Christ"?

C o n f e s s i o n s o f a fi r s t t i m e v o t e r

every channel when I want to watch the Simpsons during
the week. So, to still be an informed and active American

voter, I have resorted to turning the sound on my televi
sion off during the debates.

Silence helps, because now instead of two talking
heads droning on about "lockboxes" and school vouch
ers, the debate morphs into a passionate discussion over a

D AV I D A A N K E N Y

Opinion Editor
This is my first time voting.
Well, not my very first time, since
I'm nineteen and was able to vote in

Of course, we also made some

good decisions, although we didn't
get to all the measures before floor

hours were over. What can you do?
With twenty-six measures, it takes a

And then, of course, there was

let alone make a decision about each

Winona LaDuke, Nader's running

last year's elections, but my first

ing men may claim her as their wife and inherit her large

major election. My first presidential
election. To tell you the truth, I'm

one!

pretty excited.
I'm an Oregon resident, which
means that the Voters' Pamphlet

felt happy being so committed to my

Vincent and Fred. The whole saga concludes when they
all realize that one of Maria's sheep has mistakenly eaten
the lock box (which now was disguised as a piece of
boloney) and so they all set off at Warp Factor 7 in pur
suit of the Klingons. Ok, so I switched channels to Star
Trek after awhile (ADHD's unite! And then run around
for awhile. And unite! Then play with a toy. Then unite
...).

So maybe my story is somewhat exaggerated.
What's sad is that a whole lot of people treat the election
this way - or worse yet, they're too lazy to even make fun
of it. In reality, I subscribe to both Time and New,sweek

because I like to know what's going on in the world (and
I like to look at the pictures). I actually have opinions on
some of the issues being debated by Bush and Gore, but,
like about 5%-8% of the country, I'm not sure who I'm
going to vote for. I'm undecided, but it's my own stupid
fault.

My mom always told me that 1 had no right to com
plain about a problem unless I was part of the solution.
Anyone can look around at this country and see that we
have quite a few problems to take care of and 1 consider
voting to be my contribution to the solution. You know,
our candidates are portrayed as a robot and an idiot, but
they do have ideas on how to improve this nation, and

until 1 can really sink my teeth into what those plans are.
1 don't think 1 should mock their efforts.

So 1 encourage you, the lazy voter, to become more

politically involved, to learn about candidate's platforms,
to search for the answer to America's problems, and most
importantly, to find the goat that ate the lockbox. Maria
is waiting.

comes to me in two installments;

Even though 1 didn't finish, I
patriotic duty. I floated on a cloud of
American pride that I didn't think
could possibly be enhanced.

But then the second half of my

measures and candidates.

The first installment, when it

arrived, completely filled my mail
box. I pried it out of the box, only to
discover that it weighs about as
much as a Biology book, with only
half the excitement.

Undaunted, 1 decided that 1

would read through the ballots one
by one and make my decision.

Striving to be a good little polit
ical activist, I sat down with my
friend Bennet* and went through the
pamphlet, carefully judging each

dent.

long time to get all the way through,

woman named Maria and which of the two red-tie-wear

sheep ranch/bingo parlor.
The vice presidential candidates then jump in and
add their own opinion as Maria's cheery neighbors

he had the gentlest light radiating
about his head, giving me the dis
tinct impression that he was cam
paigning for pope rather than presi

partner, looking more like a convict
e d p r i s o n e r t h a n t h e n e x t Vi c e
President. Oh well.
I did a brief once over of the

each candidate's statement. I then

closed the pamphlet, slightly dazed
by the eloquent statements
expressed by all candidates, promis

voters' pamphlet arrived, and I dis
covered something I never would
have been prepared for.
[ opened my pamphlet and
thumbed through it. There were the

ing me safety and happiness in the
coming years if I give them my

pictures 1 had come to recognize eas

ballot, I will be able to remember

ily.

George Bush, Ralph Nader,

Dick Cheney, Joe Lieberman. All
shown in poses that reminded me of
my middle school yearbook: black

votes.

I only hope that, as I fill out my
that flesh-ripping traps for teachers
with seniority whose land has been
rezoned by the government are in
everyone s best interest, and deserve

and white with a gray cloudy back

my vote.

ballot based on its own merits —

ground.
And then I

tprt

and, of course, on our gut reactions.
These went something like this:

saw it. There, next
to Lieberman, sat a

"Yes." "No." "What on earth?" and
my personal favorite, "That is the

stupidest thing I have ever heard."
Gotta love the initiative process.
Way to go, Oregon!!
We had some great laughs. Our

favorite contributions were the proMeasure 9 articles that were so
clearly against the measure. We

were delighted by the unusually
witty arguments presented by this
satirist. We laughed ourselves silly
about that one.

Names have been changed to pro'

man with a halo of

light around his
head.

It was A1

Gore, looking
more saintly than
he ever has before.
I nearly fell over
laughing as 1

walked from my
mailbox. His face
was so serene and
compassionate and

as differ-

Bush

Gore looks like a R ^ teacher, while A1

PA G E 7

T

r

^

—
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voters guide to the 2000 elections
Presidential Candidates

In an effort to inform the genera! Fox population, the Servant
Leadership House and the staff of the Crescent bring you an inform

ative, non-partisan voters' guide. Information is taken from "The
Oregonian," the candidates' websites, and the last televised debate.

CANDIDATES

education/

ENVIRONMENT

N AT I O N A L

YOUTH

SECURITY

Education: Wants states to test
children every year in third

through eighth grades; part of

federal aid would be contingent
on the results. Favors local con

trol of schools over heavy feder
al control. Calls for $5 billion
reading program. Believes dis

advantaged students should get
federal vouchers to help pay for
private education: either tutor

ing or private schools. Says
George W. Bush, Repubiican

schools should teach values.

Age: 54

Youth: Wants to get rid of fm-

Occupation: Governor of Texa

gerpointing in Washington.

Internet:
w w w. g e o r g e w b u s h . c o m

school vouchers. Would cut

I n t e r n e t : w w w. 2 o r e 2 0 0 0 . o r g

Ralph Nader, Green
Age: 66

partnerships among local com
munities, landowners, business

increased defense spending and

Clinton administration's man

agement of public land is too

ing an isolationist foreign policy

es and others. Asserts that

restrictive. Criticizes the Kyoto
accord on global warming.
Opposes the removal of dams
along the Snake River to aid

salmon runs. Supports drilling
for oil in the Arctic National

Wildlife Refuge.

would hurt the United States,

but says the country needs clear
priorities to avoid moving from
one overseas crisis to another.

Wants a specific mission and
purpose for deployment of
troops. Supports efforts to

reduce nuclear weapons stock
piles. Opposes ratifying a

Environment: Calls for $120

billion in tax cuts and spending
to encourage investments in
cleaner automobiles, factories,

and energy production. Helped
negotiate Kyoto accord on glob
al warming. Wants to expand
Clinton's roadless plan to ban
of US Forest Service Land.

a n c e .

Calls for habitat and hatchery

geous youth to get involved in
politics to keep the system
clean. Insists that the people do •
have the power in the democra

National Security: Calls for
beefed-up effort to employ a
national missile defense system.
Says military readiness declined
under Clinton. Believes adopt

federal spending for states that
fail to improve student perform
Youth: Says we need coura

Occupation: Vice president

servation programs involving

even Medicare.

lion during 10 years in new edu
cation spending. Includes aid to
repair school buildings, lower
class size, expand early child
hood education, promote better
teacher training. Opposes

Age: 52

Environment: Promotes con

Realizes how many issues really
do affect the youth of today,

Education: Proposes $115 bil

AI Gore, Democrat

SOCIAL ISSUES

Gun Control: Generally oppos
es new restrictions on gun own

ership. Calls for heightened per
secution of felons who try to
buy guns. Would sign legisla
tion to require that trigger locks
be sold with new handguns. Is
for raising age to own handgun
to 21.

Abortion: Opposes abortion
except in cases of rape or incest
or to save the mother's life.

Death Penalty: Is pro-death
penalty.

Homosexuality: Supports
"don't ask, don't tell" policy of

treaty to ban nuclear tests.

gays in the military.

National Security: Says he
will boost the defense budget to
help provide better pay, benefits,

Gun Control: Backs photo

and working condidtions.
Supports a "limited and afford

able" missile defense system.
Supports ratification of a treaty
to ban nuclear testing.

logging on all 43 million acres

licensing of handgun pur
chasers.

Abortion: Backs legalized
abortion. Would not appoint
justices to the Supreme Court
who would undermine abortion.

Death Penalty: Is pro-death
penalty.

Homosexuality: Says gays
should be able to openly serve
in the military. Backs legisla

improvements for salmon in the
Columbia River Basin, leaves

tion to ban job descrimination

on the basis of homosexuality.

open option of breaching Snake

River dams. Opposes oil drilling
in the Arctic National Wildlife

cy.

Refuge.

Education: Says civics educa

Environment: Calls for a ban

National Security: Would seek

on commercial logging on pub

Gun Control: Calls for licens

tion should be increased.

Believes that, along with leam-

lic lands. Pushes for a massive

ing of gun owners.

ng basic skills, students should
understand "the reality of the
world around them, starting
with their own community's his-

investment in renewable energy.
Also would strive for a big

large decrease in the military
budget by bringing home many
overseas troops. Would cut sev
eral weapons systems. Calls for

rights.

increase in the mileage stan

elimination of a national missile

dards automakers must meet.

defense system. Would cut mil

ory and . . . problems."

Calls for tougher air-pollution

Death Penalty:. Is strongly
against the death penalty.
Believes the death penalty does

itary aid to foreign countries.

not deter.

Youth: Considers youth to be
one of the most important parts

standards. Believes genetically-

of his campaign. Recognizes

as such and subjected to stricter

hat youth are disillusioned by
he central parties, wants to give

Abortion: Backs abortion

Homosexuality: Says gays
should have the right of "civil

altered foods should be labelled

union."

safety testing. Supports
removal of Snake River dams.

hem something to believe in.

Occupation: Attorney and con
sumer advocate

Internet: www.nader2000.org

Letter to the Editor
I believe there are certain

We need to protect basic principles we should fol

our young children

low when educating our chil

Dear Editor:

dren.

In response to your recent

article regarding Measure 9. I
would like to share my opinion.

It seems to me that this sub

ject is actually a very simple
matter. When it comes to issues
that effect the children of our

society, our primary concern
should be the protection of their
innocence.

morality that are not agreed upon

(i.e. abortion, homosexuality, the
origins of man, religion, etc.) are
only taught on a completely fac
tual basis. Based upon these

1) Don't teach sex education
to children whose focus should priniciples, the solution to the
be reading, writing, and playing problems within our education
tag at recess.

2) Make sure that schools

are involved in teaching morality

system is obvious.

Measure 9 is a necessary

step towards keeping educators

that is agreed upon by the gener

accountable to unbiased curricu
lum. As students get older, there

stealing, murdering, etc.)

is a point when they need to be
taught about controversial

al public: (i.e. no lying, cheating,
3) Be certain that issues of

issues.

When this time comes, these

students and parents to deter
mine their own views towards

issues should be taught from a

tough issues of morality.

strictly scientific viewpoint. For
example, when teaching about
sexuality, explain how the pro
creation process works and
inform students that some people
find ways to do these acts with
someone from their own gender,
which is called homosexuality.
End of story.
No opinions neces.sary. This

No one, expecially teachers,
should be allowed to form per

approach leaves room for the

sonal views on students when
dealing with toics for which
there is no clear answer.

This is precisely why
Measure 9 is so vital, and why 1
believe everyone should vote to
pass it.
Sincerely,
J a s m i n e Ta d e i n a
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Rough second half of season helps refocus team
SERENA

RRIIMIllMn

ball in the net, there are still

Sports Editors

good things happening on the
fi e l d .

"No matter if you win

or lose, son, it's how you play
the game."

Remember this good
ol' pre-game pep talk from
your dad? For those of us who

Freshman

Chris

Thompson commented, "Our
team has a lot of skill and when
we use that to move the ball

around instead of playing long
ball, we do very well."

practically came out the birth

However, once detri

canal with a mitt on our hand

mental patterns have devel

or basketball shoes already

oped, it's not as easy to change

laced up, that statement never

them.

"I think getting out of

meant much.

Somehow it just didn't

bad habits is our weak point.

satisfy our natural hunger to

We play kick and run too much

devour the other team. You

instead of moving the ball
around. You can't win games

win some, you lose some, it's

all how you play the game. Is

against good teams by playing
kick and run," Thompson

that really true? Are there not
any teams out there that can

just keep winning?
This may be a ques
tion the men's soccer team

have been asking themselves
lately. The team started off

summed up.
Junior Nigel Hunter
has seen a lot of potential in the
team but acknowledges that the
team has a tendency to let
down when frustrations arise.

with an overall 7-1-1 record

"We have an incredi

but have currently dropped to a

ble amount of talent and a high

7-8-1 record. Five of these

work ethic equally distributed
throughout the team, but we

losses were by a single goal.
What may be even more frus
trating is that two of these loss
es and the solo tie were part of

the six overtimes this year.
So what do you do
when the wins don't balance
the hard work and dedication?

This may seem to have the
guys scratching their heads but
most team members just want

to stay focused on why they're
out there in the first place —

improvement and to play,
because that's what they love.

"My main goal for the

rest of the season is just to
learn as much as 1 can and

make sure 1 am still loving the

also have a lack of personal
responsibility. Instead of pick

ing each other up when things
aren't going our way, we point
fingers saying we could win if

coach did this or if this person
played less instead of realizing
it is our own lack of focus and

dedication that is killing us

photo by Luis Dawbcr

Freshman Chris Waters takes on a Puget Sound Logger in one of the five games the

Bruins lost by a single goal. This season, the men's soccer team has also battled
competitively in six overtime games, three ending in victories.

right now."
And though there are
times of frustration, this is what

builds teams and strengthens
those weakness. Sophomore
Conley Bergh agrees that his

win games. But what people

into a job or a routine. It is a

often fail to realize is two very

surprise 1 even made it this far.

good teams can be equally
deserving of a victory.

Guys from Idaho hardly ever
play in college. The Lord defi

nitely had a hand in bringing
me this far and 1 am just going
to enjoy it."
Though the wins

H o w e v e r, s i n c e w e

live in this wonderful world of

with twenty-two. He also is

catching up at 9th place in the

all time total points with sixty-

four and is tied for 12th in
assists at twenty.
Senior Jamie Johnson

is also currently on the all-lime

George Fox board in I3lh place
for having scored seventeen

goals.

^

And even though not

everyone may be putting the
October 27,2000

cer game, and it made

our strongest asset.

Nigel Hunter

accomplishing as

History
"Our unique

with such a young,
inexperienced squad,

ness is the amount of

despite what every

inated the field the entire game.
What hardly anybody

effort put forth every

one who isn't wear

day by each individ-

ing a game jersey has

because a team may have a per
fect record, that doesn't make

the team perfect. Everyone
will always have improvement
to make, but it comes at differ
ent times.

Freshman Chris

Waters has not given up on his
teammates.

"Don't count us out

this year," he confidently stat
ed. "Please come out and sup
port us; you never know what

can happen."

remaining."

much as we have

that mattered because we dom

seems to recognize is just

won on a goal with

ual. My best experi

Junior

prove the better team. If we

it even better when we

and always compete is o n l y 4 9 s e c o n d s

we win, then we say the ending

lose, we say it's not the score

into 8th place on the all-time
George Fox goals scored list

in my first college soc

with it. We want it to be us. If

ment and PR's have been.

for Oct. 9-15 and has moved

was awesome playing

ence with the team is

score is all that mattered to

for NWC "Player of the Week"

Freshman

Defense

sports, only one will walk away

aren't coming in like they were
earlier in the season, improve
Junior Bryan Erickson received
his second honorable mention

best experience. It

ness to never give up

Yes, goals are impor

"1 don't want it to turn

Forward

"Our willing

tant: eventually, they are what

Wa t e r s .

Our first game was my

Engineering

best experience with the team
so far "is being part of a team
that has good and bad times."

sport," says freshman Chris

Derek Dougherty

said about us."

Chris Waters
Defense

ready for next year.
I think we are also

Freshman

good at keeping a

Psychology

good perspective on
soccer. We know

" O u r there are other prior
strongest asset is that ities above it and yet
we are young and we work hard and
want to win."
spods mugs by
CollinCambridge and Luis
> ^ojiin
Dawbcr
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A dedicated family sees each other through

S P O RT S

IQHNFEITOm

J O H N

Staff Writer

gooooaaaaai I

LL!!!'

Fitzhugh. "At times we're a little
dysfunctional. We have our

J

other through them and it just

That was ^ the good times even better,

heard on Morse Field when Bnd ^
forward Karli Holub fli k h " ^

l o o s e b a i , fi v e f e e t " o u t "
George Fox a NO win over pre'vF Heather Thibodeau,
l e f t p o s t o n O c t o b e r R t h r, : , • ^ m e m b e r o f t h i s

ously unbeaten Will joms 10-year head coach

Ho,
t,b.sgoa,
taTeno3r:
theNocoachi
the Bearcat
s home
with th:n
eid
r fir3'
st^,f,'oon
ason.
strangerng
to
conference loss in three years T"u"

WeekshavepassetJandPorfia' "ndf'

that victory still stands out in the Th tede. a ■
minas otofthethe
minds
GPU
r,FT
women'
t » hibodeau
s soc- NCAA
made
Final Four.
two tnps to the
cer team as the greatest experi
ence of the 2000 season. The

Bruins hope that that win is just
one of many more highlights for
this very special team.

"We give everything we
have out there on the field," said
sophomore goalkeeper Cori
Wulf. "We go 100%, and raise

our game level after that so that

in the end of the game we give
more mentally and physically
than any other team can give. We
have made it this far together and
I can't wait to see where we wfll
be in a couple more weeks!"

Sophomore midfielder

Rachel Denning said of
Thibodeau, "There is one word to
describe our new assistant coach:
amazing. She has done so much.
I respect her and thank her. She

has helped us in leaps and
bounds."

Another sister in the big
Bruin family is student-trainer
Heather Cramer. "Heather is so

helpful, she knows what is wrong

with each of us and cares a lot for
us," Denning continues. "I feel
like she is as important to the
team as anyone. Sometimes peo

Picked to finish 5th in
the Northwest Conference

ple don't get the recognition they

(NWC) in the pre-season coach

A few players have
received the recognition they

es' poll, the Bruins were a game
out of first place as of October
17th and ranked 5th in the
National

Soccer

Association

of

deserve."

deserve, however. Holub earned
NWC "Player of the Week" hon

Coaches

ors for Oct. 18-24. She and Wulf

America's

also earned POW Honorable

{NSCAA)/NCAA Division HI

Mention for September 25-

West Region poll.

October

Earlier

this

season

Holub broke every scoring record
at George Fox. Still in her junior

1

and

October

2-8

respectively. Wulf has allowed
the 4th least goals and has made

photo by Noah Homiarin

the second most saves in the con

Through the good, the bad, and the ugly, the women's soccer team refuses to give

CPU's all-time leader in career

ference. Holub and junior midfield Tori Taylor both rank in the

own the third most productive

points (94), goals (39), and

top ten in the NWC in scoring.

offense and the forth-stingiest

believe that the Bruins' winning

assists (16).
Another outstanding

F r e s h m a n m i d fi e l d B r o o k e P i t n e r

defense.

joins them in the top ten in goals

"We play for each other

scored and Holub and freshman

and with each other. We have a

ways will continue and the team
hopes the fans will continue to
support them throughout the sea

year, as of October 17th, she was

quality about this team is there
desire to keep the focus on God.

up, proving their competetiveness with a 10-2 conference record.
There

is

reason

to

tell the fans how much we appre
ciate them coming to all of our
games. It really helps us play
better knowing that we have not
only our team and coaches sup

forward Sara Oates both are also

team-oriented goal rather than a

s o n .

among the top ten in the confer

freshman defender Nicole

ence in assists.
As a team, the Bruins

personal goal for ourselves," said
sophomore defender Samara
Thomburg.

Sophomore forward
Anna Carlson spoke for the team
when she said, "I would like to

Cori Wulf

Anna Carlson

Ashleigh Hughes

Beth Liljenberg

Tori Taylor

Forward

C e n t e r M i d fi e l d

Fullback

M i d fi e l d

Sophomore
Business Marketing
Coaching Minor

Senior

Junior

Junior

Business Marketing

Accounting/Finance

Psychology

"This team is like a

Christ-centered family," said

Keeper

Sophomore
Social Work

"The thing 1 love

about the soccer team is
that we all support each
other. Not one person

makes up the team; we

are all past of it and we
win and lose together.

As my coach says, 'Die
for each other out there
on the field.' It's an

awesome thing to be a
part of.'

"The

team's

the remainder of the sea

strongest asset is that
we play with team

son is that our team stay

confidence — confi

unified. This is what J
think has helped us dom

dence in ourselves and
in all our teammates. I

inate our opponents so

do not think that we

"My team goal for

far, is the fact that when

the game gets tiglit, wc

pull together instead of
yelling at each other
under pressure.'

have a really weak part
to our team."

"The women's soc

cer team has exceptional
unity this season. We all
get along and play for the
glory of God, then each
other, our coaches and

then our parents.
Finding a team who
cooperates and appreci

porting us, but our school as well.
I expect everyone there when we
go to the final four, and that's an
order!"

"I have really
enjoyed the sharing we
have done of our life

experiences and talking
about those important
people before practice.
It has allowed me to

know my teammates on
a more personal level as

ates one another is a rare

a whole than ever

commodity."

before."
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Colleen Forbes

Young team expects to surprise

Junior

Nursing

competitors at conference
SILAS

TOWNE

Guest Writer

"There are a million

returnee Steve Willmer has bat

Bringing up the top six are sen

tled through injuries to still lead

iors Marisa Merritt and Jamie
McElwain, junior Kirsten

the team with a best time of 26:04

in only two 8k races. Chasing
Willmer are sophomore Michael

Norgaard, and sophomore

teams, everything seems to be
coming together for both the men

Owen and freshman standout

recorded times under 20 minutes

Will Vollstedt, who have consis

this season.

and women. The teams will

tently led the team during

compete against the best of the
conference tomorrow at the

Willmer's absence recording
times of 26:54 and 26:28, respec

Northwest

Conference

tively. Close behind is another

Two weeks ago, in the
PLU race, both the men and
women saw significant improve
ments in their racing. The men,

Championships in Walla Walla,
Washington. After an impressive
showing at a meet hosted by PLU
October 14th weekend, especial

freshmen. Will Howard with a
best time of 26:54. Battling for

who were without both Owen

the fifth spot have been juniors

record either personal bests or

F o r r e s t To w n e a n d J a c k s o n

seasonal bests. However, with

As the season dwindles

for the George Fox cross country

ly by the women, the teams hope
to be the surprise of the confer
ence. With relatively young

Esselman, and freshman Matt
Burg.

squads, both teams are expected

led the women. Junior Colleen

to finish around the middle of the

Forbes, who is running her first
year of cross country, has led the

conference. However, with the
help of several talented freshmen,
the Bruin teams plan to fare bet
ter than expected.
On the men's team, top

Newcomers have also

pavement...the fed of
sweat...the isolation of the
rest of the world..."

Forrest Towne
Junior

Chemistry

and Burg, had their top five all
out two of the top seven, the
Bruin squad only recorded a
ninth place finish, with four of
the eight in front of them being
conference teams. Therefore,

team in the last several races with
a best of 19:00 in the 5k. Not far

in the middle of the conference.

Goeres with a best time of 19:17.

sound of tennis shoes on

Katherine Burley, all who have

heading into conference the
Bruin men are expected to place

behind is freshman Janelle

reasons why I run...because 1
like the feeling of accomplish
ment...because I like the

"My goal is to

improve every race, and go
to regionals. Everyone will
be returning next year, so we

should be much improved
and much more competi
tive."

The women fared slight

ly better than the men, placing

Marisa Merrit

seventh overall

Senior

with only three

Communications

teams from the
c o n f e r e n c e fi n

ishing in front of
them. They had
each of their top
six

"There's a sense

of accomplishment that
comes from pushing

women

record

yourself to your physical
limits day after day and

times

under 20 min
utes. This was
the

fi r s t

then testing how far
that's brought you."

time

since 1995 that
six women have
run

under

20

minutes in the
same race. The
team

that

that

in

did

1995

Steve Willmer
Junior

Psychology

went on to place
14th

in

NAIA

nationals,
'it

was

the

most enjoyable
weekend

this

season for me

p e r s o n a l l y, "
admitted Cook.

"The unity of the
guys is really like a fami

ly situation. We all get
along, we're tight knit,
nobody gets bent out of
shape."

"It was just one
of those days
that

went

the

Janelle Goeres

way things are
supposed to go,

Freshman

and other than

Undecided

having to hold
out two of our

"1

top five guys,
we had a very

cross

country because the Lord

good day."
Tomorrow, the

has given me the ability

two Bruin cross

for Him! I love to run

to run and I want to do it

country teams,
which consist of
only two seniors
total, don't enter
the conference
meet

as

f a v o r i t e s .

However, they
have the oppor

and be a part of a Christcentered team."

Emily Martinez
Sophomore

Chemistry
"My goal for ihe

tunity to not
only gain valu

rest of the season is to PR.

pholo by Noah Honnann con-

able to build up my

able experience.
Junior Colleen Forbes will be one of many Bruins taking part in the a

cross country Northwest Conference Championships tomorrow at Ft. ^ of what

is to come in tVip

Walla Walla Park in Washington.

love

r

' wy-'

Since August, I have been

endurance, which has real
ly helped me during races."

\

A
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SPORTS

Unification through faith
SERENA

BRIJMUNP

Sports Editor
Think back to the

days when you were on a

Heidi Stuelpnagel

Jeni Nelson

Middle Blocker

Middle Blocker

Junior

Freshman

sports team. Maybe you're
thinking back to high school
or even when you were just a
little tyke taking brutal
swings at the base of the tee.

Marketing/Communication

Fine Arts

team unique from any other?

'The unique thing
about this team...is that we
are centered around Christ.

I have never played volley
ball on a team at a

What was it that made that
For the 2000 Bruins

"As a team, we

volleyball team, this unique

plan to achieve high goals
by the end of the season. It
is amazing how much we

characteristic comes in the

improve day by day. We
know that if we fight for

teams desire to keep God the
focus.

"It's awesome pray

it's nice to know that we
look to the Lord for our

every point, playing our

ing with our team before
every practice and before
every ^me. It's great to

absolute best, the wins will

know that when someone is

strength."

take care of themselves."

struggling others on the team
will be keeping them in their
prayers, not just when we
pray in practice," sophomore

Christian school before, so

m i d d l e b l o c k e r M i n d i Yo s t

photo by Jennifer Hepner

comments.

Faith is something jqq£jj(£^£ss: "Our team's strongest asset would be
"
that, once
unite

a

strangers,

discovered,

ences, both trials and victories,

Lacey Langmade

Defensive Specialist

Outside Hitter

Senior

Sophomore

Elementary Education

Fashion Merchandising

and Interior Design

"My best experience

*

that intensify this bond. One
such experience for this team
would have to be that of
Colorado.
"It was an awesome

feeling beating Colorado
College, knowing that they were
ranked so high in the nation,"

Senior Bree Stairs par

ticularly remembers the near
death experience on the way
down from Pikes Peak and

tributes to the bond and talent of
the team.

A lot of the girls credit

cially liked "counting all the U-

the success oftheir season to the

tums with the team."
But where would teams

team's work ethic. For the

be without these experiences?
Such times as these build per

sonality and character in the

"Our team is so

junior middle blocker Heidi

Colorado and almost dying on

our way down from Pikes

close and we all love the
Lord and it totally shows

Stuelpnagel reflects. "It got us
inspired and really believing in
ourselves as a good team."

Peak because we almost lost

through our actions and atti

our breaks. Coach blames it
on the van, but somehow
every van we get has some

tudes. We all play for God

other outstanding victories, per

every time we step on the

haps one of the most impressive

Senior Amy Forbes has

was that they were able to make

noticed that the "team is really

thing wrong with it, or is it...?

one fan!"

And while there were

diverse in personality types and
playing types," which she con

freshman Nicole Bostic espe

with the team was going to

court. God is our number

*

Once^^^theL center of this team." — Senior Bree Stairs

strangers have been brought
together, it is through experi

Bree Stairs

-

that we acknowledge that God brought us together and is

team as a whole.

remaining few games left, it is
important that each player gives
100% in her role and, in the
words of Yost, "play every game
like it's the last of my life."

an

With the combination

opportunity to glimpse why each

of great defense, a desire to
improve, and a love for volley
ball, all in an effort to reflect
Christ, it likely the team will see
nothing but success for the

Trials

also

offer

team member is unique and what

it is they personally bring to the
team.

remainder of this season.

it home.

IIBEIIMIS Wrra BEYM? WILUFOEB

Rueck has Bruins in the slot for a sure bet
Fresh off an appearance in

the Division HI "Sweet 16" and

schedule, Rueck and the Bruins
travel to Las Vegas, Nevada, to

Division III level and to be one

And you cannot neglect our

of a few West Coast schools

experience at the guard position;
along with our three returning
players (Becky Thompson,

hoop it up in a the Addias D3

ranked is rather impressive,"

Northwest Conference title, 19 & 20. George Fox secured

Rueck is also looking for
ward to finally seeing what kind

head coach Scott Rueck IS a man team field and with attempt to

of talent will take the floor. He

admits that his team reported to

have two new guards to add
depth to our lineup."
The lone question mark

k exactly what his 2000 ui

camp in the best shape of his 3

may come from the growth and

a
l r season commences on Nov

bring the national spotlight with
them also. Seventeenth-ranked
St Mary's is the opening round

'xhr Bruins wil open the
—:"e

then advance to play either
DePauw (I8th) or third-ranked

presence down low and in the

once again favored to wm the Desert Shootout on December

George Fox womens' basketbal
worthy of respect. And resP

squad wil garner once this ^
0 1 If Cascade College.

the number-one seed in the 16-

fend off a poof of opponents that

opponent, and the Bruins would
Scranton. Scranton wa.s a mem

ber of last season's Final Four

A L a second-team Ail- held in Danbury, Conn., last
March.

Columbus i.^orepub-

"This is an exciting time to

be involved with George Fox

basketball, for only our second

year of competition at the

said Rueck

Nicole Prazeau, Jill Banam), we

over the leadership role, and that
is something that has yet to be
decided this year," Rueck said.
One thing is for certain that
already the rest of NWC found
out from last season: if you're

playing the Bruins this season,
you had best pack your game
plan. And if you don't, you can
plan on taking a loss back home
with you. Scott Rueck has posi

or 4 seasons at GPU. In addition,

leadership department. Rueck

he states that the NWC will have

believes he needs one of the vet

to deal with the Bruins' stronger

erans to assume responsibilities
of the now departed Wendy

tioned his team for greatness,

Clark and Melissa Hiberger. He

factor in how far the Bruins

includes that he may want that
task to fall on the shoulders of
one of his many talented guards.
"i need a person to be a
vocal leader and a representative

advance

paint.
"This is the be.st competi
tion that Katie Lacey ha.s had to

work against in a practice set

ting. Last sea.son, a majority of
her work to improve her game

came against our opponents, but

this year she'll get a challenge
from our reserve post players.

for the players who will push

but his team will be the decisive
in

this

sea.son's

National Championship tourney.

F^rly on, GFU will role the ath
letic dice in Sin City, but during

NWC play, the Bruins will be
sitting atop the basketball world.

them on the court. We as a team

For Sidelines, this has been

need a player to step up and take

Bryan Williford.
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November 2000
Sun

M o n

2
- "Quilters/' 7

1
Halloween

Sat

Fri

T h u

We d

T u e

4

3

30 p.m. Wood-Mar

Auditorium -

Pops Concert, 7:30
-Woolman

p.m.

Forum-

- Family We e k e n d -

5

6

11

10

9

8

7

- Brt In Preview Ve t r a n ' s D a y

Election Day
Chapel: Do lald Miller, author of "Pr jyer and the
A r t

12

- "Quilters/' 7: 30 p.m. Wood-Mar

o f Vo l k s w a g o n M a i n t e n a n e e "
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Students in Recital,
4:15 p.m.
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Halloween: originated
with holy traditions

29

particular residence. The
early Christians of this time

tures and make as much noise

believed that the souls of the

as possible to frighten away

dead could be prayed into

spirits searching for living

heaven.

bodies to possess.
In the first century AD,
the Romans adopted this
Celtic practice. However,
actual belief in dead spirits
looking to possess the living
waned.

All

Hallows

Eve.

Samhain, became more ritual

istic, and people dressed as
ghoulish creatures simply for
ceremonial reasons.

"Trick-or-Treat?" origi
nated not with the Celts or the

Romans, but with a ninth-cen

tury European tradition called
"souling." Early Christians
would walk from town to

town, knocking on doors and
begging for "soul cakes,"

which were square pieces of
bread with currants.

The beggar would then
say prayers for the deceased
relatives of the donor, based

on how many soul cakes the
he or she received from that

Irish immigrants brought
this

Hallow's

Eve,

Halloween, custom to the
United States in the I840's.

Although Halloween is
associated many times with
the practices of cults, demon
ic traditions, and beings from
the night, the day originated
with much holier intentions.

A Cultic superstition.
Medieval prayer rituals, and
New Year's eve claim the his

3r

Medallion: search to be annual event
Crescent: Has your inter

continued from page 1
finding it?

continued from page 1

:lasses -

Blanchard: Yes; I would

had to be tough, but how

the S.A.C. been positive?

tough? The canyon was an

B l a n c h a r d : Ye s . S c o t t
Box has the coolest name in

ideal location for the first run.

guess about twenty people
knew the general area where

the world.

the medallion was hiding.
There were about ten [people]

was the kickoff event for the

who spend much more time
than I did searching for it.

"The medallion search
new

Student

Alumni

Council," said Scott Box, the

Crescent: Was the search

difficult for you or was it

advi-^"-' ■ ■

cake?

son "It needed to

Blanchard: It was a chal

lenge. but we knew the gener
al location, so it was just a
matter of time.

Crescent: What does the

medallion look like, anyway?
Did you get to keep it?
Blanchard: The medal

S.A.C.

be big and it need

ed to energize stu
dents to get involved.
"This event is
representative of our

desire to grow and
develop deeper tradi
tion among students who

lion is glass, about two inches

themselves are future George

wide, with the George Fox
University logo inscribed on
it. Yes, I got to keep it, and 1

Fox University Alumni."

plastic sacks to hound the

carry it with me most of the

thought up the idea for the

neighbors for a treat to eat.
Instead of demon possession,

time.

tory, behind the holiday.
Today, we recognize the
day as one where children of
all ages don white sheets and

we worry about rain ruining
the evening's fun and we
replace soul cakes with
Snicker's bars. My, how

we've progressed.
All in all, the evening is
what one makes of it.

Sheri Philips (Director of

Alumni and Parent Relations)

contest, which was loosely
Crescent: How are you based on a medallion hunt
going to spend the reward held in her hometown of
money?
Syracuse, NY. Box spent "a
Blanchard: Tuition.

Crescent: Have you ever
won something like this
before?

Blanchard; Nope.

search," Box said. "1 knew it

action with the members of

few grueling hours" thinking

up the clues, along with his
editor Amy Karjala.

"I was perplexed as to
how difficult to make this first

I can promise you this though:
it will never get easier. Don't
think you've got us figured
out..."

Box said there were many
other groups who came close
to finding
the medal

lion, which was hidden

in a pack of Bicycle
cards.

"[Somebody] either
picked it up and threw it

back down or didn't give it
a second thought and
walked past it," Box said.
"The desire of the S.A.C.

is to enhance the overall expe

rience of all students and to
help remind each other of the
incredible value of this institu
tion," he said. "It is all about
deepening the roots of 'con

nectedness' to Fox and about

having blue and gold run
through our veins. The S.A.C.
's all about 'getting into the

culture' of George Fox
University."
The medallion search will

he an annual event.

